WHOIS High-Level Technical Brief
Background
When the predecessor to the Internet (the ARPANet) was first being developed, it was quickly
determined that there needed to be a contact list of the researchers who were connecting their
mainframe computers and other devices to the network. This contact list included the name of
the researcher, his or her telephone number, email address (if it existed, this was in the late
1960s after all), postal address, and other related information. In the event of network
problems such as outages, misbehaving hardware or software, or other issues, researchers
could look up their colleagues in this contact list and initiate a telephone/fax/email
conversation to resolve the issue.
Initially, this contact list was on paper or in databases or spreadsheets on individual
researcher’s computers. This obviously led to challenges with the contact information going
“stale”, e.g., when researchers changed jobs, got new email addresses or other contact points,
or when new institutions, networks, or devices were connected to the growing network. To
deal with this data staleness problem, the ARPANet researchers created a centralized database
of contact information and developed an extremely simple protocol to look up contacts within
that database over the network. That protocol, which became known as “WHOIS”, works as
follows:
1. A connection to the centralized database is initiated.
2. Once the connection is established, the object, e.g., address, name, etc., for which
contact information is desired is sent.
3. On the centralized database’s side of the connection, the question is received.
4. The database is queried using the question sent by the client.
5. The result of the query is dumped back to the initiator of the connection.
6. The connection is closed.
This protocol, documented much after the fact in RFC 39121, says essentially nothing about
what is in the contact information or how it should be displayed. It also assumes all the data are
public and as such, no authorization is necessary to view the data. The client side of this very
simple protocol was implemented on most, if not all, of the machines that were being
connected to the network, allowing the increasing number of researchers to find their
colleagues when there were questions about the devices on the Internet, and the centralization
of the database made changes easy: the researchers simply needed to contact the centralized
database administrator, known as the Network Information Center or NIC, and ask for their
contact information to be updated.
As the Internet grew beyond a set of researchers who largely knew and trusted each other, the
WHOIS “system” evolved. A downside of centralization is that it can be challenging to keep up
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with growth: the number of updates can overwhelm the database administrator, the number of
queries can overwhelm the routers or networks that connect the database to the Internet, and
it can be unsustainably expensive to keep expanding the database administration staff or
network to keep up with the growth. A solution to this problem is to decentralize the contact
database and the route taken by the successors to the centralized NIC was to push
administration of the contact information for the various objects that are used to identify
resources on the Internet to the bodies responsible for allocating those resources. The result is
today’s distributed system of registration databases operated by domain registries and
registrars and IP address registries.

The Registry System
Today, the WHOIS system exists as a set of independently operated distributed databases that
are responsible for their portion of the Internet’s identifiers, the responsible parties being
known as Registries. There are two categories of distributed databases:
1. Domain names
2. Internet numbers
According to one industry expert, at the end of 2017 there were an estimated 332.4 million
domain names across all 1,543 top-level domains2. These domain names are registered by
organizations or natural persons for specific purposes such as providing services over the
Internet, resale, brand protection, etc. Originally, domain names were free, with the
registration service being provided at no charge to people registering the names (known now as
registrants) by an organization under contract to the US Government. In 1993, the US National
Science Foundation permitted the then contracted registration services provider, Network
Solutions, Inc. acting as the InterNIC registration services provider (the successor to the original
NIC operated by Stanford Research International), to charge a fee to end users for registration
of domain names in .COM, .NET, and .ORG. Today, the vast majority of domain name
registration services across nearly all top-level domains are provided for a fee and registrants
enter into a contractual relationship with the registries or registrars for the service of domain
name registration.
The databases in which the registration information is stored are distributed according to the
hierarchical DNS namespace. That is, there is a database for the root zone, a set of databases
that correspond to each of the top-level domains, and (in some rare cases), a set of databases
that correspond to second-level domains. The data made available in WHOIS generally includes
two parts: technical information and contact information. The technical information includes
such data as name server names and their IP addresses, information used for securing the
domain name using DNSSEC, date of creation, modification, and expiry of the domain name,
and the registrar that was used to obtain the domain name from the registry. The contact
information generally includes ways in which the administrative, technical, or other roles can be
contacted.
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The other category of distributed databases, those associated with Internet Numbers (IPv4 and
IPv6 addresses and autonomous system numbers), won’t be addressed here other than to say
that they are independently operated and unassociated with the domain name databases.

Root Zone WHOIS
In the root zone’s WHOIS database, which is operated by ICANN as part of the IANA functions,
there is contact information, also known as registration data, for each of the top-level domain
names. An example of the output of the WHOIS database for a top-level domain is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Root Zone WHOIS Data

Top-Level Domain WHOIS
In the case of top-level domains, the situation is much more complicated. For the purposes of
this discussion, there are two categories of top-level domains, those that are under contract
with ICANN and those that aren’t. These two categories are generally described as “generic toplevel domains” and “country-code top-level domains”. In the case of generic top-level domains
or gTLDs, ICANN imposes a set of contractual obligations that require the parties that have
entered into contracts with ICANN, namely the DNS registries and registrars, to make a
specified set of registration data available via WHOIS with a specific format. An example of the
gTLD WHOIS output (split into two columns due to length) is shown in Figure 23.
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Within the gTLDs, there is a further distinction that is currently made, between “thin” WHOIS registries which
only show technical information and a pointer to the registrar which maintains the contact information, and

Figure 2. gTLD Zone (.ORG) WHOIS output

In the case of country-code top-level domains or ccTLDs, which with very few exceptions are
not under contract with ICANN, the provision of the WHOIS protocol, what parts of the
registration database are made public, the format of the registration data, etc., are entirely at
the discretion of the ccTLD administrator. Examples of the different forms of output for ccTLDs
(in this case, .EU for the European Union, split due to length, followed by .JP for Japan) is shown
in Figure 3.

“thick” registries which contain both technical and contact information. Discussion of this distinction is outside of
the scope of this document.

Figure 3. .EU and .JP WHOIS Data

The rules and policies for registering domain names in ccTLDs vary significantly. Since ccTLDs
are treated by ICANN as national sovereign resources, it is important to note that there is no
mechanism by which ICANN or any other body other than those within the country responsible
for the ccTLD can mandate the ccTLD WHOIS be made available, what data are provided, or the
format of those data.

Gaining Access to WHOIS Data
Services available over the Internet are provided by machines establishing a connection to
another machine on a “well known port”. Ports, which are an example of “protocol
parameters” maintained by the IANA Functions operated by ICANN, are a number between 0
and 65,535 and well known ports have an associated name. The WHOIS protocol was defined to
use port 43 with the unsurprising name of “whois” and historically, WHOIS client software
would establish a connection to a WHOIS server by connecting to the IP address of the server
and sending data to port 43. Much more recently, WHOIS service has been provided via the
World Wide Web (port 80 for “http” and port 443 for “https”). However, at least conceptually,

these two access methods are querying the exact same underlying database holding
registration data. ICANN requires gTLD registries to provide WHOIS service on both port 43 as
well as via the Web, however the data presented in response to the queries must be the same,
regardless of access method.

“Bulk” WHOIS Data Access
As mentioned, ICANN requires that there be two ways in which registration data about gTLDs
can be obtained over the Internet, namely via port 43 or via the Web (port 80 or 443).
Regardless of the port by which the gTLD’s registration information database is accessed, the
following are currently true:
1. A single query can be issued, resulting in a single response. This is a function of the
specification of the underlying WHOIS protocol;
2. There is no way to use wildcards, e.g., a query for “*.COM” in order to get back all 2nd
level domains in .COM is not possible. This inability is not a requirement of the protocol
or ICANN, and in fact historically, some WHOIS servers did allow for wildcard queries,
however over time, commercial and technical interests have reduced the availability of
wildcard query functionality to the point that it is generally unavailable today;
3. The registration data, i.e., fields in the registration record, that are presented in
response to WHOIS queries are explicitly specified by ICANN policy; and
4. There are limitations on how many queries are allowed per given time period. These
limitations were not specified by protocol or ICANN policy, rather they evolved in
response to network abuse (e.g., denial of service attacks against WHOIS servers) or
commercial interests (e.g., exhaustive queries for all domain names within the database
to build customer lists for spam or other purposes).
As a result, the WHOIS service as is defined by ICANN policy and/or the WHOIS protocol does
not have a concept of “bulk” access to data. There are third parties that have obtained copies
of WHOIS data and make more general query interfaces to those data that do support
wildcards and thus bulk access4, however those organizations/services are outside the
constructs/control of ICANN.

ICANN WHOIS Service
ICANN operates a WHOIS server at WHOIS.ICANN.ORG. This server gives end users the ability to
do registration data lookup for any gTLD, providing the convenience of a simple and consistent
interface at a single location instead of requiring the end users to find the WHOIS server that
will provide the information for the domain name they are interested in. While giving the
impression of a centralized database, it is not. This WHOIS service actually works by maintaining
a list of the WHOIS servers operated by the gTLD registries, all of which are contractually
obligated to respond to WHOIS queries, and forwarding queries to those servers. When the
gTLD registry’s WHOIS server responds back to ICANN’s WHOIS server, that response is
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returned to the end user. Since ICANN cannot require ccTLDs to provide WHOIS service, the
ICANN WHOIS server only provides gTLD-related registration information.

Examples of the use of WHOIS data
At a high level, the use of the WHOIS system has remained the same since its creation, namely
it is a way for users of the network to be able to identify the “owner” of resources that are
attached to the network in order to contact those individuals to address problems or issues
associated with the connection of the resources to the network. However, the user population
and the resource owners have evolved drastically as the Internet has grown from a small
research network to an increasingly critical component of everyday life. Some of the users of
WHOIS data include:
1. Victim notification: When a web site is compromised, or a previously legitimate mail
server begins emitting spam, WHOIS provides investigators and law enforcement
officers with information to quickly contact the victim and assist in redress. IP address
and domain name WHOIS are also used to notify organizations whose systems have
been infected by viruses, especially ones that are infected, compromised and
subsequently enrolled in “botnets” that are used for various nefarious purposes.
2. Attribution of criminal acts to a perpetrator: Many WHOIS data are critical information
in online crime investigation. For instance, information found in the WHOIS can be used
as search terms into other databases, e.g., name server IP addresses in the DNS, email
address databases maintained by anti-spam organizations, etc., which can assist law
enforcement in obtaining a larger picture of the perpetrators activities. This aids law
enforcement in both identifying the criminals as well as learning the scope of their
activities.
3. Identifying misuses of intellectual property: The ability to identify the holder of a
domain name that is infringing on a trademarked term is another use of the WHOIS
system today. In some cases, trademarked domain names are registered in order to
facilitate “phishing”, or the fraudulent practice of sending emails purporting to be from
reputable companies in order to induce individuals to reveal personal information, such
as passwords and credit card numbers. In other cases, use of a trademark in a domain is
more benign, people either unknowingly or inappropriately registering a trademark that
can cause confusion. In either case, being able to obtain the contact information
associated with these domain names allows the intellectual property owners to engage
with the people who have registered the domain name in order to address the
infringement.
4. Name Availability Service: WHOIS is sometimes used to announce the availability for
sale of the name in the response to the WHOIS query. In these cases, the contact
information is used to advertise the email address or telephone number of the registrar
that can be contacted if someone wants to purchase the domain name.
These examples are non-exhaustive of the use of WHOIS data, however they should provide an
idea of the varied uses to which the WHOIS system is now subject.

WHOIS in the Context of Security and Stability
Article 1, section 1.1(a) specifies that ICANN’s mission is:
“[…] to ensure the stable and secure operation of the Internet's unique
identifier systems […]”.
Within ICANN’s limited technical remit, this mission is tightly constrained. As one of ICANN’s
primary roles is to be responsible for the administration of the topmost levels of the Internet’s
identifiers, facilitating the ability to identify the holders of those identifiers is a core function of
ICANN. The WHOIS system has evolved to provide mechanisms that allow Internet users to
make contact with the end points of Internet communication, namely domain names and
Internet addresses. In cases of attack or abuse that threaten the stable and secure operation of
the Internet, the functionality provided by WHOIS becomes critical. In particular, given the
global and decentralized nature of the Internet and the ability of abusers to attack at any time,
timely availability of contact information is often the first step to mitigate the attacks. Similarly,
without contact information, determining whether a website or email address accurately
reflects the assumed real-life counterpart of the domain name or IP address becomes
significantly harder.

Summary
The WHOIS system as it is used today is the result of the evolution of the network from a small
set of researchers who largely knew each other to the Internet of today. WHOIS is a
decentralized database that provides anyone, from law enforcement to anti-abuse volunteers
to intellectual property interests to end users, with the ability to obtain contact information of
individuals who have registered Internet resources such as domain names and IP addresses.
The ability to obtain this information is critical to helping to track down abuse of those
resources such as via phishing, spam, or fraud through misrepresentation of trademarks as well
as information purposes such as announcing the availability of domain names.
ICANN’s mission to ensure the security and stability of the operation of the Internet’s system of
unique identifiers has led to the obligations associated with providing WHOIS that are imposed
on the parties with which ICANN has contracts. While the WHOIS system, like any human
system is imperfect, the service it provides is deemed essential by many within the community,
particularly those involved in combatting fraud and abuse.

